Always On: A Science, Technology, Engineering & Music Mathematics Fun Affair
Techoween; where work and fun converge! [the night the bell toled--a night in technology for fun toward social awareness]

East Palo Alto (EPA) has for 40 years been a national leader in violence promulgating despair
and poor habits while recent aid and city leaders have turned this around; mostly.
EPA is steep in alternative creative leadership supporting change and helping in development.
EPA was founded on alternative, sustainable, green living ideas and cultural differences.
With more law enforcement agencies operating than anywhere else in the Bay Area, breaking
strong holds over those promulgating violence is their only mission and it is often the case that
the process itself becomes entangled in the issues and itself needs help at fundamental citizen
levels; except that brut force causes escalation and trust is diminished too often with good
intentions of those law enforcement persons who truly love the community and want to help.
We propose using Continuous Improvement as it applies to community development and there
are many examples globally how this can make a difference to improve the economy and people.
Understanding that gangs promulgate self protection and economic solutions to those who
perceive they have no choice, we intend on providing a new paradigm for this area by developing
and sustaining a culture of curiosity toward Science, Technology, Engineering, Music and Math
by providing infrastructure in training, awareness and professional disciplines designed to attract,
awaken and give hope toward socialpreneurial energy as we enhance existing success.
Just as Silicon Valley took a leadership position throughout the world with a creative drive to
serve humanity thru technology, so too can we take a leadership position in overcoming habits
that perpetuate anger, brut force, ignorance and violence; by building from the youth upward!
We have seen that when invited, the youth just do not show up; but we know there are thousands
who are curious and could be given hope over despair if constancy of purpose is given.
We begin by creating events for local youth of the highest quality showing we dare to care for
those seeking to grow into capable, productive socially responsible souls.
Old habits carrying forward is causing youth and parents to reach out and ask for social change
and leaders have done well; except for the lack of Continuous Improvement Standards as
exhibited recently in the 2nd Annual Parade (Peace March) October 29th sponsored by Time
for Change, sponsored by Lauren’s House for anyone who has been impacted by violence in the
streets of East Palo Alto and attended by the Peace Alliance, Mothers Against Murder, East Palo Alto
Bereans, Brothers against Guns, Tragedy to Triumph, 101 Ryders, Greater Glory Community Church,
Marcell Green and Operations T.H.U.G.S; but that there was NO collaboration as should be expected.

We begin by developing a special events that bring science and technology fun while giving
those who wish to see more a chance toward training and development in association with local
businesses.
Sponsored by Home Depot, local churches, Renaissance Centers and other ocal business and
philanthropists, we understand that building curiosity is the way to make it stay.
Einstein said: “how do we make our teaching so potent so as to overcome the basic elemental
forces of the human psychic?” We say by producing a sustainable “curiosity component”
coupled with a “wow affect” that moves people to trust, training and traction toward success.
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A Tech Museum type exhibit can lead to technology learning and economic development from
the bottom up; while removing obstacles from the top down.
Associates representing several countries can also be hooked up with Cisco’s “Human
Networking” to provide global transporation and connection while sitting in a boutique theatre.
“Always On”, a Science, Technology, Engineering and Musical Mathematics Program:
aka STEMM!
EPA as a new global leader as we created a new high-technology incubator in conjunction with
Renaissance Training Centers and other city leaders.
Curiosity awakens the soul and causes more curiosity toward more knowledge and awakens our
hearts and minds to more of life than the typical daily struggles.
An “Awakening Event” will consist of multiple room labyrinth inside a commercial space
located in a selected economic development opportunity area.
Pastor Paul Bains, President, Project WeHOPE, Inc.; St. Samuel’s Church has offered space for
either temporary or permanent settings providing the forum as needed.
Serving youth, teens, tweens, ole young at heart and the curious! Free at Last; and sponsored.
Reality is sometimes scarier than fiction, so we’ll focus on demystifying the real world and
show kids they can create “self reliance” and “growth” for love and fun of STEMM.
Life is filled with choices but often it seems we have little choice when confronted with opposing
elements of light or dark, day or night, up or down or between heaven and hell! Let’s help give
these choices a broader view of the world at their finger tips showing more depth and breadth.
We thank all EPA Leaders who have stepped up to help us in this mission.
This “fun house” with lights, camera, action, audio, video, laser, interferometry, etc. will provide
a fun, interesting introduction into the world of STEMM while Saying “we care” to the residents
of EPA in helping lift their spirits high toward a higher life and love and beauty and growth and
opportunity.
Set up will be in conjunction with volunteers and sponsors and open with music and fun and
games.
Requiring 10 actors per event, we will build the props, electronics, and room dividers in a sort of
“Exploratorium” style program of lights, curtains and paintings.

James R. Johnson
James (Jim) R. Johnson

www.jamesrjohnson.net
001.650.595.8888(B) 001.650.518.0480(M)
Launch, Engineering, Reliability Testing,
Management, Acquisitions, Growth & Innovation
Marketing, Regulatory Support, FMEA
Communication is best when using the formula:
2
E (Effectiveness/Efficiency) comes from M (Management Quotient) X's C (Communication Process) Two
E=MC
ways! Effective = depth X's breadth; Efficiency = value / cost
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Examples, Brain Storming and Vision:
Mission: To provide a fun, interesting introduction into the world of Science, Technology, Engineering and
Musical Mathematics; aka STEMM
To created an exciting technology learning and hands on entertainment center in the form of a “Tech Museum”
program with lights, camera, action, audio, video, laser, interferometry, etc.; bringing it on! [Justin]
Multiple rooms will accommodate varius formats from live feeds of NASA launches and space events to live
conversations with scientists and technologists via Cisco’s Human Network’s Tele-Presence.
Small, sound proof theatres will provide settings for some of the live events.

Fostering empathy creativity and empowering initiative, enlightenment and resonance with understanding
nature and its value [pervasive vital principles of beauty and functionality] and the infinite manifestations
thereof [Dale; Chief Science Officer]
Advisory Staff: Electrical engineers, social engineers, artists, musicians, mechanical designers and
entertainment experts who will take a small task and donate some time between now and Thursday 27th
Oct as our special opening night party [night on the green].
ISO 9000, Training, EPA [Employment Training Panel] are ways to economic development can prevail.
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We make it: Right On! Always On!
Crew Quarters

Entry Stand-by

Chief Creative Officer and our Chief Science
Officer have combined their talents toward this
project. Our acquisitions person [Home Depot
Employee] encourages donations and support from
neighborhoods.
Transportation, handling, delivery, set up and
knock down included and we’ll store it to make way
for our next years upgrade.
Chief Safety Officer, experienced in Cliff and Scuba
Rescue, Sky Diving, technology and construction
building the displays will ensure paint, artifacts,
light, sound, computers, etc. meet standards.

Ooze

Mad Scientist

Tesla

Heaven

Living Room

Out of This
World

Hell
Safe Harbor
Home Display
Entry Hall

Curtains

Home Depot

Earthquake
NOTE: Subject to
measured.
Consider crew paths.
Consider moving living
room down

Flames of Peace on behalf of the fallen will provide a powerful reminder of why we do this and give sober
depth while the living build their lives to honor the fallen.
We’ll encourage “hands on” displays as much as we can giving special attention to safety, health,
cosmetics, structural and environment.
Artists & Engineers will be encouraged to pull pet projects together and make it happen!
Insurance bond, permits and other administrative requirements
ADA Support of wheel chairs [except Plank]
Senior Citizens Garden Area (fence, chairs, potted plants, lights, heater)
We are recruiting about 15 persons who will be “actors” (crew) within our scenario and you all need only
donate your ideas and equipment and ensure it works as specified.

“Green Man” says eat more living food, grow more plants and flowers, build
sustainable ponds in your gardens and visit our “Living Room;” an arbor of
desired plants.
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Always on is a concept that implies life manifest in each step we take; here, now and
always! We are what we do so therefore success comes only by what you do.
Pastor Paul Bains, President, Project WeHOPE, Inc.; St. Samuel’s Church founded we H.O.P.E. (We
Help Other People Excel) is a 501c3 nonprofit organization located in the City of East
Palo Alto, a project seeking to increase the health of EPA by developing
transformational leaders to address critical issues facing the community.
pbains@projectwehope.org
Pastor Bains need little more introduction; his acts, actions and strong belief in
community has provided strong leadership to all who comes in contact with him.

Introducing James R. Johnson, founder “Always On,” and the concepts herein toward growth and
economic development from the bottom up having experience in training and
presentation. James has 40 years of success in Silicon Valley. He is most noted for
his work as a change agent and business developer with recent success in a global
technologically advancement in the world of telecoms as they seek to adopt new
interferometric array technology to improve compliance, performance, health and
safety, of cell phones for 4 billion users globally.
He was recently added as a technology expert along with Steve Wozniak and Richard Branson to the
movie Disconnect, a revealing insight into the dangers of cell phones. [www.jamesrjohnson.net]
“We are asking industry leaders and local peninsula residents to please help our EPA Development!”
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Awakening; An East Palo Alto Experience for the Curious!
Design is flexible; to a degree reasonable never compromising safety, experience and budgets.
Each room will have a theme and two events [repeated] with 10 second talk or explanation, then
a 5 second “event” designed to shock, aw and ultimately be the experience. The intent is for the
5 second to create the experience, then when it’s over, we’ll allow sufficient laughing and
discussion for 10 seconds while surprising them [again] with the 5 second event.
Then the “Actors” of each room will move the group to the next room.
We calculate that with six to eight rooms we can move 24 to 32 people in
progress moving thru a 4 minute cycle per room; 300 or more per day.
They may repeat the experience as much as possible providing everyone
custom support as they seek and find their interests.
This event is a gift to the children of EPA and others who are searching for an answer toward change.
By applying simple principles of standards (ISO) and implementation of new ideas toward local economic
development, we can create a new spirit where EPA can take on its own, indigenous personality that
have grown from 100 years of riding on forward thinking and cultural change.
Everyone does not know that EPA was founded by Weeks; a controversial figure who promised “Green”
and “sustainability” as he showed the world that a family could sustain itself off of one solid acre of land.
Present conditions tend to fight against or oppress these cultural tendencies while seeking solutions
within a narrow, biased paradigm of surveillance and control instead of self reliance and autonomy.
Whatever the cultural aspects, giving respect and autonomy is the secret to success.
By supporting diversity, creating curiosity and driving away despair, such dreams as was inspired by the
creations herein can be nurtured, implemented and indeed taken to a global level of economic roll outs
and success; the likes of which has never been seen; except for here; in East Palo Alto. A major
successful cultural center of diverse neighborhoods!
We be asking City Fathers to adopt ISO 9000 standards as a leader in change toward success!
Whether you are Afro/American, Hispanic, Samoan, Filipino, Indian, Chinese, Arabic, Bangladeshi,
Vietnamese, Italian, Afghani,
Korean, Russian, French, English, Persian or other, you will find Silicon
Valley’s Finest Displays. Find your artistry [hint; see the “art found on money” as heritage] [bit coin]. Is it
going away.
We will advertise and socialize with the following social groups:
GS students
Families
Work
Gamers

Elderly
HS students
Sports team
Soccer moms

Toddlers
Day care
Couples
College students

Church groups
Clubs
Adult Education
Military

For our sponsors, we intend on attracting 300 to 3000 and hope to keep this going next year as well.
“If you build it, they will come.” [Field of Dreams]
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Displays: Built around “Science and Fear” or “Shock and Awe” perhaps honoring reality and fun while
displaying the fearful things and showing educational aspects of it all Featuring the scariest things
Sample displays; will be used if no others are submitted.
Displays are volunteer introductions into science or technology

Introducing EPA’s Leading Technology Center for Launching New Inventions.
NOTE: It’s appropriate, as an expert, to lead EPA to a new corporate image of
entrepreneurial spirit in support of indigenous start ups.

Personal Flight System. He flies around the neighborhood
protecting our citizens.

Bearings/Bushings
Structural 1000 lbs lateral

Each Exhibit Room is a Program Entry

We can do better!
Let’s do better!
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Programs Configuration Management
Space needed: approximately 30’ by 40’ Commercial;
Sponsor: Bains Property Management
Walls donated by Fear Factor; a well known Haunted event in the Bay Area though we will NOT be
adhering to the typical “fright night” and blood and gore but rather will create a more interesting program.
Six rooms to eight rooms [tbd].

1. Entry Area: windowed showing a “living room” scenario poviding initial approval of
sponsorship toward this “home entry room” setting with an idea to give the impression of a
beautiful home setting; but wait till you see inside!

Sponsor: Home Depot
Sponsor: Always On
Actor: Safety Officer keeping tabs on the energy
Message: Stay Safe, Have Fun, Care for your neighbor
Event: Program:
top secret

2. Hall, waiting area: this will be the area between the room and the dance area and a place
where we can use two projectors. One demonstrating “Heaven” the other showing “Hell” (Dante’s
Inferno).
Sponsor: Projectors: TBD
Sponsor: Video Programs; Danti’s Inferno and “Heaven”
Actor: Boris Karloff look alike: Welcome to my humble abode
Message: Heaven and Hell; Your Choice!
Event: Program:
top secret
Read this: Peripheral Vision
3. Labyrinth Entry: From the hall people will wait and be invited in [4 at a time] and wait in
this foyer and read and view and build excitement as they prepare to enter the first display “Mad
Scientist.”
Sponsor: Dan Nelson
Actor: Boris Karloff look alike: Welcome to my humble abode
Message: What is SEMM! You can create Enjoy; be safe; care for your neighbor
Event: Program:
top secret
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4. Parlor, Mad Scientists; a glimpse of weird things; models of lab and other interesting
things. Upon entry you will be faced with bubbling concoctions, ask to drink it as it slimes down
[test of trust☺] and see things that stir the imagination.
Simulated work shop environment; connect the wire, see the light illuminate
Spectrum Analyzer [time domain and frequency domain simultaneous] visceral feeling of a
Fourier Transform!
Sponsors:
James R. Johnson, Electromagnetism
Dan Kottke, Laser and Blinky Lights
Kaiser Hospital, medical equipment
____________(tbd) Laser Light Show
Message: Demystification of Science; You can make a difference and Enjoy your work
Event: Program:
top secret
Bio Metrics; finger print readers; Val,
James R. Johnson
Make Electromagnetic Waves

See optical phenomenon

4.1. Bringing Tesla Back. The most feared Mad Scientist who introduced interferometry,
Peter _______
Jacobs Ladder, Vandagraph Generator, Standing Waves, vibrations in water.

Jacobe’s Ladder, Van De Graaff Generator,
Nikola Tesla (1857-1943) was born in Smitjan, Lika, which is now part of Yugoslavia. In 1884, he came to
America and became a naturalized U.S. citizen.
He first worked in the Edison plant in Orange, New Jersey. Later he worked with George
Westinghouse. Tesla discovered the principle of the rotary magnetic field, applying it in a
practical manner in the induction motor. It was Tesla’s design which provided the basis for
the millions of electric motors now used all over the world.
In 1899, Tesla established an experimental laboratory in Colorado Springs, Colorado.
There Tesla developed a method to transmit power long distances without wires. He lit a
bank of 200 carbon filament lamps--consuming about 10 kilowatts at a point 26 miles from
the transmission station--using no wires for connection. AS A RESULT OF THESE
EXPERIMENTS TESLA DISCOVERED METHODS TO CREATE MASS ALTERATIONS
IN THE WEATHER BY ELECTRICITY.
Tesla wrote an article titled, “The Problem of Increasing Human Energy” that appeared in
the June, 1900 issue of CENTURY MAGAZINE. The article showed the theoretical basis
for the current Soviet weather warfare attacks against America.
Tesla wrote:
“Stationary waves in the earth...will enable us to attain many important specific results impossible otherwise. For
instance, by their use, we may produce at will, from a sending -station, an electrical effect in any particular region
of the globe. We may send...over the earth a wave, of electricity traveling at any rate we desire, from the pace of
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a turtle up to lightning speed.” The June, 1976 issue of RADIO-ELECTRONICS MAGAZINE carried an article
titled, “Twelve Million Volts.” The article reported that Tesla’s experiment in Colorado Springs are the basis for a
new form of U.S. Government backed research into nuclear fusion.
It is said that Tesla Technology is the cause of the SALT Talks [Strategic Arms Limitations Talks].

5. Living room: a beautiful array of growing, living things to eat, nourish and flourish
A section consisting of a near rain forest setting showing how sacred life is.
Green walls, a path in the floor, a green man inside strange case, vines.
Ooze [operational organic zoological environment]
Living organic environment consisting of the three main color Algae [red, blue, green and brown
will tie into a concept called:

5.1 It’s Alive- Science of your pond! A tour of how Algae can: 1) provide food to Africa and
prevent starvation, 2) provide fuel to the world, 3) provide seeds for industry growth here in EPA.
An Algae lab.

5.2 “Ooze” [Ooze stands for Operational Organic Zoological Environment] can let the kids see
and experience where the world is concerning and growing organic fuels. “Burners” brought
these concept out in the Green Man Festival a couple of years back and we are keeping it alive.
[NOTE: euglena & paramecia & Ameba]
Micro-Scope
Eco System
5.3 Mysteries of Blue/Green, Red and Brown Algae
Chief Science Officer designing Four Algae’s: A) Red, B) Green, C) Blue and D) Brown. Our
answer to power, fuel, nutrition and sustainable environments.
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5.5 Health & Wellness Awareness
5.1 Cellular Molecular Structures; giant cell
(balloons and things in water bed bag)
Build a Scalar Device capturing Mother Earth’s Magnetic Fields.
5.3 Quantifying Humanistics
Using the first “Near field Neutralized Ionic Plasma Separator and Sensor”

Ionic Plasma Sensing Device [make believe device] to measure Chi and a person’s general
health or Touch (tactile) experience with visual (oil and light show) and sound and bio feedback.
Researchers investigating human energy fields have now provided evidence of converging fields
and of their existence and influence over the human condition (health, attitude and intelligence)
which are influential to how we think, feel and behave.

4. Nutritional Reference Guide
A quantitative matrix of the elements of nutrition guiding your shopping list:
220 foods, by category
220 human conditions, by category
Correlating:
Vitamins, Minerals, body systems, body components, food molecules,
Showing cause and effect of signs and symptoms
Showing toxins, additives and environmental affects
With the 10 rules of nutrition!

Sponsor: Bed of Flowers;
Actor: Green Man
Message: Surround yourself with life, living and think green and sustainability
Event: Program: top secret
Equipment
Balloons; [20 per event] will be placed on “Balloon Jig”
Equipment: Liver, stomach, ribs, leg of lamb; eat this or eat this
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6. Out of this World (weird scary sounds and stuff). A large telescope prop will dominate
along with back lit photo’s as in a museum showing science, NASA, etc.
Sponsor: NASA and various;
Actor: Alien [hello children]
Message: Reality is weirder than make believe; go out and find the strange
Event: Program:
top secret
Equipment:
Strobe, Red Flashing Lights, etc.
Live Feeds to Internet Under water Exploration
Live Feed to NASA Feeds
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7. Safe Harbor; (for whom the bell tolls)
A 16’ walkway structure moving in a dark wind storm and a bit damp from spray as you walk from
one end to another and reach safe harbor. You’ll walk as if you are on a moving vessel dealing
with the movement with grace or fall into the depths down under.
“Enter thee who can walk the walk no matter who or what causes imbalance.”
Just as life knocks us off balance, we must hang on or fall into the depths of despair
Dry ice over the black water; the walkway will be about a foot or so over as it moves.

Sponsor: _________ various
Actor: Sailor
Message: Think Wind! Next time the rain and storms come; go out and face them!
Salt Water is the secret to success: whether ocean, tears or sweat!
Event: Program:
top secret
Equipment:
Model Sail Boat
Plank; moving
Fans, mister, floor cover of dry ice (fog)
Equipment:
Walk the Plank

Program Configuration (Rooms/Sets/Events/Programs/Hardware/Sponsor)
Behind the scenes

1. Home Display
Stanchion that says “Home Depot, your neighborhood
Window Setting
Chair, Comforter,
fire place frame and
Mirrors
Painting;
consider portrait
Johnson has various items
Curtains
Elephant Chairs

2. Hall
2 Projectors & Program, Heaven
2 Projectors & Program, Hell
Hanging ceiling [insulation boards; painted black; stars, clouds, heaven
Floor, red, glowing, fires; video projections; oil lamps

3. Entry Stand-By
Posters, Explanations,
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Other Orientation
Curtains pvc piping as curtain rods

4. Mad Scientist
Simulated work shop environment; connect the wire, see the light illuminate.
Electromagnets, bright clips, blinky lights
Scientific Work Bench
Home Depot; varios tools
Body Work; Bio Metrics; Building Body Parts
Dry Ice
Glass Refridgerator; light inside; things moving
Pickle
Plastic Covers,
Curtains pvc piping as curtain rods
Black Lights
Simple colored lights (neon, florescent, incandescent and other lights have migrated to LED and
the migration is taking hold; with opportunities to be electronic technologists and engineers.
We’ll place as many blinking lights as possible: lights, bells, whistles and digital science, LEDs,
lasers, mirrors.

4.1 Tesla
Electronics
Propane
Tech Museum
Curtains pvc piping as curtain rods
Make a electro magnet [16penny nail, wire, AA battery & case] take home

5. It’s Alive! Living Room
Green garden matting flooring
Pond
Spot lights
Black Lights
Bubble Glass Cover; Green Man Inside;
Black Light
Chemical Illumination [including bioluminescence that we find in the sea]

6. Out of this World
Simulated Planetarium with simulated Hubble Telescope
Ceilings rotating [hanging on suspended platform]
Floor moving; Earth Quake style
Telescope/Kaleidoscope
Sona tubing, painted black,
Strapping
Stand; Equatorial
Varios connections
End has back light circular plastic

7. Safe Harbor
Yacht; floating; moving; think wind
Enter Port Hole [plywood; circular hole; as if in a submarine setting
Actual wind tunnel; diverting wind upward; above entire structure; air flow
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Walk the Plank
Caution: No ground cords or power equipment on floor or within 6’
4 ea, Sets, Wood; 4” X 4’ X 4’ to build boxes for living wall;
Playwood thin for backing
Plank;
2”X8”X16’ 4 each,
Wood Glue, Clamps, Router (1” rounded edge)
Planks over
Closet Dowels; 4’ 1.4” 3’ on center (OC), 7 units; each side = 14
Coated Chain
High volume fans, two each
Misters, two each
Hose black
Floor water; water wave maker
painted underwater scene; fish looking up; fish moving; shark fins
Ropes; moving in the wind;
Strobe 2 each, lightening,
Black Lights
Fabric; dark blue, flowing from the edge; flowing in the wind
Fabric, dark blue, light; moving with wind; semi mounted to walls
Curtains offering separation for each exhibit with high tech audio video

Exit
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Operations:
1. Fire & Safety control conditions
Training Actors to be Fire Exit
Orientation “If we say “fire” it is not a drill” please follow exit
Label Making Device; clip board; labels

Accessory Equipment Focus:
1. Computer; 10 track sound system
2. Superstructure consisting of fence post (6), hardware and wire rope assembly
Outer Walls
Inner Walls,
Special Structures
Ceilings

Artist will paint and art work placed on these walls
Artist will paint and art work placed on these walls
Water Wheel, Boat, Belt Drive)
Installation panels or curtains

3. Sound System (borrowed)
Speakers (8)
Speaker Wire (____)
Parabolic Directional (6) (as available)
hanging from the top looking down to give a narrow foot print user experience.

4. Video Systems (borrowed) we need six projectors; walls will be screens.
Audio Video Programs Production
Computers (6) to run programs
Projectors (6)
Cabling

5. Lights
Back lighting; small florescent lights placed behind 2” box
Color lamps
Spot, low voltage
Garden lighting
String Lighting (100’)
Lamp [for entry setting]

6. Lasers [Mad Scientist and out of this world]
Old fashion light shows

7. Motor, driving Mechanical devices with pully/belt/rope
Pulleys [central overhead rope pulley causing most of the mechanical work as was the
case in old industrial buildings; (circa 1700).

8. Air Flow
High volume Fan

9. Signage
Fire Exit (Green)
Next Room; watch your step

10. Individual Art & Accessories (Borrowed, Donated, Produced)

